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Abstract
This paperreviewsfour aspectsof crystalgrowth theory:the natureof the rate-controlling
process,the mechanismcontrollingmolecularattachmentonto the growingcrystalsurface,
the natureof the crystal-meltinterface,and the stabilityof planarinterfacesrelativeto cellular
interfaces.
The rate-controllingprocessmay be diffusionin the melt,heatflow, or the reaction
at the crystal-meltinterface.Diffusionor heat-flowcontrolledgrowth generallyleadsto a cellular morphology. For most silicates,interface-controlledgrowth leads to a faceted
morphology.If the rate-controllingprocessis the interfacereaction,the mechanismat the interfacemay be either continuous,with molecularattachmentoccurringat all points on the
crystal surface,or lateral, with attachmentoccurring only on stepsof the surface.The
mechanismactuallyoccurringcan be determinedby the dependence
upon undercoolingof the
growth ratecorrectedfor the viscosityofthe melt.The natureofthe interfacecanbe described
in termsof the interfaceroughnegs,
which may be consideredto be the topographicreliefon
the surface. Materials with small latent heats of fusion, such as quartz, should have
molecularlyrough interfacesand grow with a nonfacetedmorphology,while materialswith
largelatentheats,suchas most othersilicates,shouldhavesmoothinterfacesand grow with a
facetedmorphology.The stabilityof planarinterfacesrelativeto cellularinterfacescan be discussedin termsof diffusional,heat-flow,surface-energy,
and kineticeffects.For a freelygrowing crystal,such as in a magmachamber,only the surface-energy
and kinetic effectsaid in
stabilizingplanar interfaces.An attempthas beenmadeto illustrateeachof the phenomena
discussedwith a silicateexample,althoughin one casean organicexampleis necessary.

Introduction

face, and the stability of planar interfaces relative to
cellular interfaces.l
A knowledge of how crystals grow from the melt
The first detailed study of crystal-growth
and the effects of the various fattors which may in- phenomenawas by Tamman (1899), who measured
fluence crystal growth is a potentially important tool the rate of crystal growth of augite (composition unin interpreting textural and chemical features and specified) from a melt. He found that the rate is zero
crystallization histories of igneous rocks. In recent at the liquidus, increasesto a maximum, and then
years much work has been done on both the decreaseswith increasing undercooling (decreasing
theoretical and experimental aspects of crystal temperature).Volmer and Marder (1931)developeda
growth phenomena.Most of it has been published in simple theory to explain this relationship.Other early
the materials science literature, and may not be theoretical work includes that of Wilson (1900) and
readily availableto many geologists.The purpose of Frenkel (1932). In the geologic literature, crystal
this paper is to review this work and discusssome of growth rateswere measuredfor nephelineby Winkler
the potential geologic applications. When possible, (1947) and in the system CaO-MgO-AlrOr-SiO, by
examples will be chosen from systems of some
'Cellular morphologies are
geologic interest.
those which exhibit periodic strucFour aspects of crystal growth will be treated: the tures, usually considered to be due to diffusion of heat or matter.
nature of the rate-controllingprocess,the mechanism Cood examples are skeletal crystals and dendrites. Spherulitesmay
also be cellular structures, and will be considered so here. The
controlling molecular attachment onto the growing matter, however, is presently
of some debate. Crystal morphology
crystal surface, the nature of the crvstal-melt inter- will be discussed in detail in a later section.
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Leonteva ( 1948). Unfortunately, these early experimental studies lacked the solid theoretical foundation necessaryto design experiments and discuss
results, this foundation developing later (Frank,
1 9 4 9 ;J a c k s o n , 1 9 5 8 a , 1 9 5 8 b ; H i l l i g a n d T u r n b u l l ,
1956).
Much of the theory of crystal growth, especiallyinterfacestability theory, concernsproblems related to
constrainedgrowth in which temperaturegradients,
or some other physical factor in the experiment, control crystal growth. In most magma bodies,however,
the crystalsare suspendedin the melt, and growth is
unconstrained.Since the objectivehere is to examine
applicationsto geologicproblems,only the theory of
unconstrainedgrowth will be discussed.References
to problems of constrained growth are given in
O'Hara et al (1968).
In discussingthe theory of crystal growth, detailed
derivations will not be given. These are generally
available in the referencesgiven.
Rate-Controlling Processesfor Crystal Growth
The rate at which a crystal grows can be controlled
by any of three factors: diffusion in the melt (either
long- or short-range),flow of latent heat away from
the growing crystal surface, or reactions at the
crystal-melt i nterface.
If controlled by long-range diffusion, the growth
rate, Y, of a flat interfaceis given by Christian (1965,
p . 4 4 1 )a s
Y : k1O1t1'rz

(l)
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independent of time. This effect, too, will be discussed
in a later section.
The effect of heat flow on the growth of a planar interface controlled by the interface reaction has been
examined by Hopper and Uhlmann (1973). In the
small undercooling region (undercoolingsless than
that with the maximum growth rate), they have determined that if the rate of production of latent heat is
faster than the rate of removal, buildup of latent heat
at the interface will causethe temperature to rise until
the growth rate slows down to the point where the latent heat can be removed at the same rate it is
produced. Thus, the growth rate is ultimately controlled by the interface reaction, but the local
temperature at the interface is higher than the bulk
temperature. A detailed analysis of the interface
temperature is essential when discussing the
temperature dependence of experimentally determined growth rates.
If the reaction at the crystal-melt interface is the
slowest step in the growth process,the growth rate is
independentof position (for a homogeneoussystem)
and therefore independent of time. Plots of crystal
size uersustime are straight lines. Straight-line plots,
however, are not sufficient evidence to demonstrate
interface control, since steady-statediffusion or heat
flow can also give this relationship.It is necessaryto
examine the interface to determinethat it is not cellular, and to determine that there are not significant
composition gradients near the interface in the melt.
If these criteria are met, the rate-controlling process
is usually taken to be the interface reaction (see, for
instance, Meiling and Uhlmann, 1967; Kirkpatrick,
t974a).
In general, it is expectedthat for most large magma
bodies crystallizing at small undercoolings (Kirkpatrick, l9'74b) the rate-controlling process will
be the interface reaction. Indeed, for crystals to grow
with stable planar interfaces, as crystals in large
magma bodies apparently do, the rate-controlling
process must be the interface reaction (Cahn, 1967).
In other situations such as rapidly cooled lava flows
or in devitrifying ash flow tuffs, where the ratio of
growth rate to diffusion coefficient is much higher
(Cahn, 1967),diffusion is expectedto be important.
The diffusion control results in the spherulitic or
dendritic morphologiesobservedin these situations.

where k is a constant involving concentrationterms,
D is the diffusion coefficient of the rate-controlling
speciesin the melt, and I is time. Thus, plots of crystal
sizeuersusthe square root of time are straight lines. If
the observed crystal growth obeys this relationship,
the rate-controlling processis probably long-range
diffusion.
Composition gradients and associated diffusion
near the crystal-melt interface (short-range diffusion)
can also affect growth by causing the crystal to break
up into a cellular morphology (Elbaum, 1959).In this
casea steady-staterelationship is establishedwhereby
the growth rate is independentof time (Christiansen,
Cooper, and Rawal, 1973).Theselocal effectswill be
discussed further in the section on experimental
results in crystal growth kinetics.
Theory of Interface-Controlled Growth
If flow of latent heat away from the crystal-melt inStudy of interface-controlled growth yields more
terface is the rate-controlling process, the interface
g e n e r a l l y h a s a c e l l u l a r m o r p h o l o g y . A s w i t h information about the details of the melt-crystal
diffusion-induced instability, the rates are generally transformation than the study of any of the other rate-
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controlling processes. A detailed discussion of
interface-controlledgrowth will be given because(l)
it is probably the rate-controlling process in the
crystallizationof most igneousrocks; (2) it is a major
part of crystal-growth theory; and (3) it provides
background for understanding the differences
between the different mechanisms,especiallyat small
undercoolings, when discussing the kinetics of
crystallization of magma bodies (Kirkpatrick,
1974b). The body of theory concerning interfacecontrolled growth consistsof a generalrate equation,
theories of idealized mechanisms occurring at the
crystal-melt interface, and theories concerninE the
nature of the interface.
General Rate Equation
The general theory for the rate of interfacecontrolled growth was developed by Volmer and
M a r d e r ( 1 9 3 1 )a n d T u r n b u l l a n d C o h e n ( 1 9 6 0 ) .T h e
treatment of Turnbull and Cohen considersthe rates
at which atoms or molecular groups attach to and
detach from the crystal surface. According to
reaction-ratetheory, if an atom or molecular group
moves from melt to crystal, it must leave its energy
state in the melt, pass through an activated state, and
then decay into the crystalline state. These states are
illustrated in Figure l. The free energy difference
between the melt and the activated state is AG' and
between the melt and the crystal AG".
The rate of molecular attachment, ro, can be written

The growth rate, Y, is the differenceof thesetwo multiplied by the thickness per molecular layer, ao, and
by f, the fraction of sites on the crystal surface
available for attachment. This may be written
Y : fao u exp (-L,G'/RT)[I

- exp(-AG"/RT)](4)

The chemical free energy difference is zero at the liquidus and increaseswith increasing undercooling.
The growth rate, then, behavesas observedby Tamman (1899),and as shown, for example,in Figure 5.
It is zero at the liquidus, increasesto a maximum, and
then decreasesas the activation energy term begins to
dominate.
At small undercoolings,Equation (4) may be expanded (Fine, 1964) to give
Y : .foou AG"/RT exp (-AG'/RT)

(5)

At greater undercoolingsAG" becomeslarge relative
to RT, and Equation (4) may be approximated by
Y = .foo v exp (-LG'/Rf1

(6)

Neglecting pressure effects
AG' : LH' -

TAS'

(7)

where AIl' is the activation enthalpy and AS' is the
activation entropy. Substituting this into Equation
(6) gives
Y : -foou exp (AS'/R) [exp (-AH'/RT)]

(B)

Since the growth rate may be treated like a rate constant,aplot of ln Y uersusl/Thas a slopeof -AH'/R
: 0 of ln Nfaov) t LS'/R.
ra : t) exp (-AG'/RT)
(2) and an intercept at l/T
Alf is thus easily determined, and A,S' can be deterwhere z is an attempt frequency, R is the gas con- mined if ao, and v are known or can be estimated.
f,
stant, and 7 is temperature in degreesKelvin. The Since these three parameters are used only as the
rate of detachment, t4, e?rr be written
logarithm, the values need not be extremely accurate.
The
meaning of the activation entropy for crystalr a : u e x p [ - ( A G "+ A G ' ) / R T ]
(3)
growth processes,however, is not clear, and will not
be discussedfurther.
ACTIVATED
COMPLEX
This formalism appears to describe very well the
rates of crystal growth in most systems.Becauseof
the uncertainty in the values of f and the activation
energy,however, it is not predictive.It can be made
U
more
predictive by approximating some of the
z
t!
parameters. Turnbull and Cohen (1960) defined a
MELT
td
rate constant, D', equivalent to a diffusion coefficient
U
LL
for transport across the melt-crystal interface, as
D' : ao2u exp (-AG'/RT)
Frc. l. Freeenergyrelationshipsduringthe attachmentprocessat
the crystal-meltinterface.

(9)

Substituting this into Equation (4) gives

Y : fD'/aoll - exp (-LG"/RT)I

(10)
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relationship,
Assumingthat the Stokes-Einstein
D' : kT/3raon

(ll)

holdswhere4 is the viscosity,Equation(10)can be
wntten
Y : fkT/3trao"nll - exp(-LG"/RT)I (12)
differencebetweenthe melt
ln generalthe free-energy
and the crystalis not known. By assumingthat the
enthalpy and entropy differencesare not sensitive
functions of temperature,it may be approximated
(Wagstaff,1967)by
LG" : LH"AT/TL,

(13)

whereAfI" is the latentheatof crystallization,and T1
is the liquidus temperature.Equation (13) then
becomes
Y = fkT/3rao"nlt - exp(-A/I" LT/RT TL)l Q4)
If the latent heat, fraction of sites,and viscosityare
known or can be approximated,the growth rate can
be calculated.In general,the fraction of available
can
sitesis the leastwell known,and thisrelationship
be applied easily only to materialswhere/ can be
taken as unity.
ln studyingcrystal growth it is useful to rewrite
Equation(14)and definethe reducedgrowth rate,Y,,
AS

Y, = Yn/|l - exp (-LH" AT/RT TL)l
: kT/hrao".f

(l s)

)/, is, then, primarily a measureof the fraction of sites
on the crystal surface available for molecular attachment, and can be used to calculate / if the
temperature, growth rate, viscosity, latent heat, and
ao are known.
This relationship is used to distinguish which
mechanismcontrols the interface reaction, because/
has a different temperature dependence for each
mechanism.
At small undercoolingsfor many materials

LH" LT/TL << Rr

( l6)

Substitutingthis into Equation(14)(Jackson,1967;
Wagstaff,1967)yields
Y = fk/3rao24 A,H"LT/RT1

(17)

This relationshipis also usefulin determiningthe
growthmechanism,
if data at smallunderespecially
coolingsare available.

M echanismsof Interface-ControlledGrowth
The mechanismof growth may be definedas the
mannerin whichatomsor moleculargroupsattachto
the growing crystalsurface.Two broad categoriesof
mechanisms can be distinguished (Jackson,
Uhlmann, and Hunt, 1967):lateral and continuous.
The continuousmechanismoperateswhen molecules
any site,
canattachto the crystalsurfaceat essentially
Lateral
uniformly.
to
advance
allowing the interface
of
one-molecule-high
growth occursby movement
stepsacrossthe crystalsurface.Moleculescan attach
only at the step;thus growth occursat a particular
placeonly whena stepmovesby. Two idealizedtypes
of lateral mechanismscan be distinguished:surface
nucleation(Hillig, 1966;Calvertand Uhlmann,l972)
and screwdislocation(Hillig and Turnbull, 1956).
the melt is too viscousto allow
ln silicatesystems,
surfaceas can be done
the
crystal
of
examination
the only
with vapor growth crystals.Consequently,
way to determinewhich of the variousmechanisms
operatesin a given systemis by the kinetics'This is
generallydone by determiningthe undercooling
of the reducedgrowth rate (Eq. l5).
dependence
ContinuousGrowth. For continuous growth
(Wilson,1900;Frenkel,1932)/is generallyassumed
and equalto unity,
of temperature
to be independent
but only the assumptionthat / is independentof
temperatureand large (Uhlmann, 1972)is really
plotsof Y, orf
of thisassumption,
Because
necessary.
uersusAT shouldbe straightlineswith zero slope.In
addition,Equation(17) may be written
YN : KLT

(18)

whereK is a constant.Thus,at smallundercoolings
plots of Yq uersusAI shouldbe straightlineswith
positiveslopes.
Mechanism. In the surfaceSurface-Nucleation
nucleationmechanism(Hillig, 1966;Calvert and
can atthat molecules
Uhlmann, 1972)it is assumed
on
layers
of
one-molecule-thick
at
the
edges
tach only
one
or
by
is
initiated
layer
Each
surface.
the crystal
more one-molecule-thicknucleii, the formation of
which obeysthe classicallaws of nucleationkinetics
(Christian,1965).Two casescan be distinguished
(Calvertand Uhlmann,1972):smallcrystaland large
crystal. In the small-crystalcasethe growth rate is
determinedby the nucleationrate on the crystalsurface.It is assumedthat only one nucleusforms per
layer and that this nucleusspreadscompletelyover
the surface before another forms. In the more
case,the growth ratedegenerallyusefullarge-crystal
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pends on both the nucleationrate and the rate of postulatedthat crystal growth should occur by a
layer spreading.In either case the chemicalfree lateralmechanismat small undercoolings
but by a
energyterm in Equation(12) must now containthe continuous mechanismat large undercoolings.
line energyassociated
with the edgeof the nucleus. Jacksonet al (1967),however,have shown that the
Assuming a Boltzmann distribution of clusters Cahn methodis valid for second-orderphasetransi(Uhlmann, 1972)the growth rare is given by
tions, but not first-ordertransitionssuch as crystal
Y = K/n exp(-B/TAT)
( 1e) growth.
Jackson(1958a,b) hastreatedinterfaceroughness.
where,B is a constantcontainingthe latent heat and In his model the interfaceis assumedto be initially
line energy,4 is the viscosity,and K is a constant. flat, and moleculesare allowedto attach randomly.
Thus the reducedgrowth rate increasesapprox- He was able to calculatethe free-energy
changeas a
imatelyexponentially
with undercooling.
In addition, function of the fraction of sites filled and the
plots of ln (I/rl) uersusI/TAI are straightlineswith parametera, where
negativeslopes.
a : AH"/RT; t.
(22)
ScrewDislocationMechanism. The screwdislocation model(Hillig and Turnbull, 1956)assumes
that { is the fraction of the total binding energy per
screwdislocationsemergefrom the growing crystal moleculebindingthe moleculeto othersin a plane
faceand causea perpetualrepeatingstepin the shape parallelto the interface.It variesfrom 0 to l, and is
of an Archimedeanspiral.As in the caseof surface- greaterthan 0.5 for the most'closelypackedcrystalnucleation-controlled
growth, atoms or molecular lographic planes and less for less closely packed
groupscan attachonly at the layeredges.Because
of planes.The free-energychangeas a function of the
the line energyassociatedwith the step,the spacing fractionof sitesfilled is plottedin Figure2 for various
betweenthecoilsof the spiralat the coreis limitedby valuesof a. For latticeplaneswith a-valueslessthan
the radiusof the criticalnucleuson the crystalsur- 2, the minimum-free-energyconfiguration correface.
spondsto one-halfthe sitesfilled,whilefor planeswith
The fractionof sitesavailablefor molecularattachment (Uhlmann, 1972)is given by
f = AT/2trTr.

(20)

Thus,plotsof/or Y, uersusZ shouldbe straightlines
with positive slopes.IncorporatingEquation (20)
into the small-undercooling
approximationfor the
growth rate, Equation(18) yields
Yn: KLT2

(21)

whereK is a constant.Thus,nearthe liquidus,plots
of Yn uersusL,T2 should be straight lines with
positiveslopes.
The Nature of the Crystal-Melt Interface

orl

(u
lrJ
c)
q)

Ii
oC

;
Two features of the crystal-meltinterfacehave q)
receivedtheoreticaltreatment:interfacediffuseness E.
and interface roughness.The interface diffuseness
may be definedas the distanceover which molecules
existin a statetransitionalbetweenthe melt and the
crystal.The interfaceroughnessmay be consideredto
be the topographicrelief on the crystalsurface.Consideration of the interfaceroughnesshas led to a
o.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
lo
predictivetheory for the macroscopicform of the
Occupied
Froction
of
Surfoce
Sites
crystal surface.
Ftc. 2. Free energy
Cahn (1960)and Cahn, Hillig, and Sears(1964) fraction of surface of interfacesas a function of occupied
sitesfor various valuesof a (after Jackson,
have examined interface diffuseness,and have 1958a,with permission).
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a-values greater than 2 there are two minima corresponding to a few sites filled and a few sites empty.
The half-filled configuration can be considered a
rough interface, and the nearly-full or nearly-empty
configuration a flat interface.
Thus, for materials with a lessthan 2 eventhe most
close-packedplanesshould be rough, and new layers
should form easily. The growth rate anisotropy
should be small, and on a microscopic level the
crystalsshould have a non-facetedmorphology. For
materials with a greater than 4 the close-packed
planes should be smooth on an atomic scale,while
the less close-packedplanes should be rough. The
growth rate should be highly anisotropic,and under
the microscope the crystals should exhibit a faceted
morphology.
Cahn et al (1964) have suggestedthat crystals that
exhibit non-faceted morphologies-which Jackson
(1958a,b) showsto havee valueslessthan 2-should
grow by a continuous mechanism, while crystals
which are faceted (a greater than 2) should grow by a
lateral mechanism.Jacksonet al (1967)warn against
making this correlation, since there is no theoretical
justification for it. It appears,however,as will be discussedbelow, that in most experimentswhere both
the morphology and the mechanism have been determined, this correlation can be made.
More recent work in this area has examined
different attachment models (Leamy and Jackson,
1971), and attempts have been made to calculate
growth rates (Jackson, 1968).The qualitative results
concerning the interface morphology are similar to
before
the earlierwork. Much more work is necessary
this approach is capable of calculating growth rates
for real crystals or examining in more detail the attachment process.
Crystal Growth Kinetics: Experimental Results
ln recentyearsthere have been a number ofstudies
of the processes and mechanisms which control
crystal growth. Unfortunately, few are directly applicable to growth from petrologically important
melts. It seemsworthwhile, however,to illustrate the
various theoretical aspects of crystal growth which
havebeendiscussed.Most of the exampleschosenare
silicates,but in one casean organic exampleis necessary. Silica is one of the most thoroughly studied
silicate materials and will be used to illustrate a
number of phenomena.
In most cases the experimental procedure for
measuringgrowth ratesis to produce a homogeneous
melt, quench it to a glass, reheat the glass to the

desiredtemperaturein standardresistancefurnaces,
and measurethe length of the crystalsnucleatedon
as a function of time at
the surfaceof the specimens
In
some
cases,especiallyin
temperature.
constant
systemswhich crystallizeat low temperatures,the
ratesare measuredusingmicroscopeheating-cooling
stagesby diiect observationof the crystalsas a function of time at constanttemperature.
D iffusi on-ControlIed Gr owth
Diffusion-controlledgrowth has not been studied
in as much detail as interface'controlledgrowth,
probably becausethe existingtheory doesnot allow
as much detailedinformationto be obtained.There
are, however,some interestingresults in the silica
system.
Figure 3 (Wagstaff,Brown, and Cutler, 1964)is a
plot of crystal length uersusthe squareroot of time
for cristobalitegrowing in O, and HrO atmospheres
from G.E. 204'{ fusedquartz.The effectof waterwill
be discussedbelow. This particular type of fused
quartzis reduced,i.e., oxygendeficient.The straightline relationship(Eq. l) indicatesthat the growth is
diffusioncontrolled.Figure4 is a plot of crystalsize
uersustime for cristobalitegrowing from stoichio-
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ContinuousMechanism
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SiOz is one of the few silicatematerialswhich is
predictedto grow with a non-facetedmorphology(a
lessthan 2; Jacksonet al,1967).The growth rate of
cristobalitefrom fusedquartzhasbeenmeasuredunder a number of different conditions by F. E.
Wagstaff and his coworkers(Wagstaffet al, 1964;
Wagstaffand Richards,1966;Wagstaff,1967,1969).
As illustratedin Figure 4, the rate of growth of
cristobalite from stoichiometric fused qtaftz
(Wagstaffet al, 1964)is time independentand is interpretedto be interfacecontrolled.Figure5 is a plot
of growth rate uersusundercoolingfor internally
nucleatedcristobalitegrowing from very pure fused
quartz (Wagstaff,1969).
Figure6 is a plot of the reducedgrowth rale uersus
undercoolingfor the sameexperiments.The scatter
nearthe meltingpoint is unexplained.
It can be seen
that the reducedgrowth rateis independentofundercooling. Figure 7 is a plot of Yq uersustemperature
for the sameexperiments.
The data plot as a straight
line. Both Figures6 and 7 indicatea continuous
growth mechanism.
In all casesthe crystal morphology was nonfaceted.
A similar set of results was obtained for GeO,
(Verganoand Uhlmann, 1970a,b), which is also
predictedto grow with a non-facetedmorphology.In
this casethe reducedgrowth rate is again independent of undercooling,and the crystalsare nonflaceted.

metric fused quartz (Wagstaff et al, 1964). This
straight-line relationship, along with morphologic
evidence,indicatesthat growth from the stoichiometricmaterialis controlledby the interfacereaction.
Wagstaffet al (1964)believethat, taken together,
theseplots indicatethat the diffusionof water to the
interface to act as a mineralizer is not the ratecontrollingprocess.
Instead,the controllingdiffusion
is that of oxygen(asO'- or HrO) to the crystalsurfaceto make a stoichiometric
crystal.The lineartrl2
relationshipis observedfor the non-stoichiometric
'B
materialbecauseas the crystalson the outsideof the
o
specimenget longer, the distancethe oxygenmust
(l)
.2
diffuse from the surrounding atmosphereto the
crystal-meltinterfaceincreases.
o
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FIc. 5. Growth rates us temperaturefor cristobalitegrowing
Ftc. 6. Reducedmelting and growth rates for cristobalitein
from high purity fusedquartz(after Wagstaff,1969,with permis- fusedquartz (after Uhlmann, 1972,from data of Wagstatr,1969,
sion).
with permission).
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-2
Materialswhichexhibitcontinuousgrowthcan be
used to determinethe ability of Equation (14) to
()
o
of
calculatethe growth rates,since/ is independent
z
temperature.Figure 8 is a plot of the calculated
=
growth ratesof cristobalitefrom fusedquartz along
a
z -4
with the observed rates (Wagstaff, 1967). The
o
E
calculatedrates are about an order of magnitude
o
lower than the observedrates,but have the same
= -5
temperaturedependence.Vergano and Uhlmann
F
(1970a, b) obtained similar results for GeO2.
Wagstaff(1967)
believes
that this orderof magnitude
(9 - 6
o
accuracyis quite good,consideringthe problemsin
J
estimating/ ao,and the rateconstant.The main uncertainty is almost certainly in using the StokesEinsteinapproximation(Eq. I l) for the rate constant. The similarity of the temperaturedependence
-8
ratesis encouraging,
for the observedand calculated
6.6
6,2
5.4
5.8
5.O
and indicatesthat the substitutionof the viscosityfor
to4/T
the activation energy term, at least in this simple
FIc 8. Comparisonof calculatedand observedgrowth rates
system,leadsto acceptableresults.Apparently the for cristobalitegrowing from high purity fused quartz (after
processes
controllingviscousflow and crystalgrowth Wagstaff,1967,with permission).
are very similar in this system.
Figure9 is a plot of the reducedgrowth rateuersus
Screw DislocationMechanism
The data fall on a straightline,verifyundercooling.
growth is ing the screwdislocationmechanism.
The best exampleof screw-dislocation
sodium trisilicate(NarSirO')(Scherer,1974).The
A screw dislocationmechanismwas also posgrowth rates were obtained using the standard tulated,althoughwith somereservations,
for sodium
resistancefurnacetechnique.
disilicate (Meiling and Uhlmann, 1967a,b).All
At all temperaturesthe crystalsexhibit a faceted featuresof the growth process,includingthe plot
of of Yn uersus LT', indicate a screw dislocation
morphology,and thegrowthratesareindependent
growth
The
rate
Dersus
undercooling
time.
observed
mechanism,except that the reduced growth rate
relationshipis that expectedfrom theory;zero at the uersus
plot is curvedinsteadof straight.
undercooling
liquidus,increasing
to a maximum,and thendecreasSurface NucleationMechanism
lng.
The surfacenucleationmechanismhasbeenfound to
be
operativein a number of systemsincludingaIJ . 2
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is a similar plot for the pyroxenoid(verticalscaleis
logarithmic).In both casesthe relationshipis approximatelyexponentialin A7, aspredictedby the surface
I
nucleationtheory. Figures 12 and 13 are Yq uersus
I/TLT plots for a-phenylo-cresoland the pyroxol
Both plots havenegativeslopes,in
enoidrespectively.
agreementwith the theory.The curves,at leastfor aphenyl o-cresol,are not straight lines as predicted.
o
E
This seemsto be a generalphenomenon,and has
been observed in several systemsincluding tri-a
?
naphthyl benzene and o-terphenyl (Scherer and
Uhlmann, 1,972)and lead tetraborate(Deluca,
Eagan, and Bergeron,1969).Receritdata (d. R.
Uhlmann, personalcommunication)indicate that
anorthitegrowing from its own melt also behavesin
Ftc l0 Reducedgrowth rate us undercoolingfor a-phenyl this manner.This relationshipcan be accountedfor
o-cresolgrowingfrom its own melt (after Schererand Uhlmann, (Schererand Uhlmann, 1972) by a changingline
1972, with permission).
energy,which is the energyassociatedwith the edge
of the nucleuson the crystal surface.
phenyl o-cresol (Scherer and Uhlmann,
Computersimulationsof crystalgrowth (Gilmer
1972) and
and Bennema,1972)have indicatedthat the growth
CaMgSirOu pyroxenoid growing from a melt of the
same composition (Kirkpatrick, 1974a).The growth of crystalswith high latent heatsmay be describable
model at small undercoolrates of a-phenyl o-cresol were determined using a by a surface-nucleation
with
ings,
line
energies
smallerthan expected.Rebut
microscopeheating-coolingstage,while those of the
pyroxenoid were obtained using standard resistance cent extensionsof these calculations(see, for infurnace techniques.a-phenyl o-cresolexhibitsthe ex- stance,Schereret al,1975)haveshownthat at large
pected relationship between growth rate and under- undercoolingsthe growth can be describedby
modelswith normalline energies.
cooling. The small undercooling region could not be surface-nucleation
reached for CaMgSirOu because of errors due to Combining thesegivesrise to the curved Yq uersus
rapid crystal growth when passing through the l/TLT plots observed.
growth rate maximum. At all temperatures the
crystals for both materials are faceted.
Figure l0 is a plot of the reduced growth rate
uersus undercooling for a-phenyl o-cresol. Figure I I

T
8z

Interfoce Morphology
Jackson's theory (1958a,b) of interface
success
morphologyis perhapsthe most spectacular
of all of crystal growth theory. To the author's
knowledge,
thecrystalmorphologyof all materialsso
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with permission).
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in a particular set of experiments,can influencethe
results.Thesefactorsincludesmall amountsof impurity, includingwater, and small degreesof nonLO
stoichiometry.
studiesof activationenergiesof
Three systematic
a
crystal growth processeswill be discussedhere:
o
SiOr-HrO (Wagstaff and Richards, 1966),
o
CaMgSi,O.-CaALSiOu(Kirkpatrick, 1974a) and
E
CaO-MgO-AlrOs-SiO,-FeO (Williamson, Tipple
and Rogers,1968).
F.
The simplestresultsto interpret are those in the
c
system SiOr-HrO. Wagstaff and Richards (1966)
f,oundthe activationenergyfor growth of cristobalite
from stoichiometric,very pure fusedquartzto be 134
kcallmole,if dry, buI77 kcal/molein a hydrousatis similar to that for the acmosphere.This decrease
viscous
flow of fusedquartzwith
for
energy
tivation
r.80
1.66 1.70
1.86
(Hetherington
and Jack,
HrO
content
increasing
l / T A T ( l o - 6" c - z )
greatlywith
1962).The ratesof growthalsoincrease
pyroxenoid
growFrc. 13 Ln (Yn) us I/TLT for CaMgSLO"
waterpresent(Figs.3 and 14).Theseresultscanbeinwithpermission).
ingfromits ownmelt(afterKirkpatrick,1974a,
terpretedin the classicalmanner.Water entersthe
melt structureby breakingstrong(Si-O-Si) bonds
far investigated is that predicted by the theory.
Materials with small heats of fusion have a nonfaceted (anhedral) morphology, and materials with
large heats of fusion have faceted (euhedral)
morphologies.
In addition, the correlation between lateral
mechanisms (sodium trisilicate, a-phenyl o-cresol,
CaMgSizOJ and facetedmorphologies,and between
non-faceted morphologies and continuous mechanisms (SiOz, GeO2, Soerl to be verified in the
systems so far studied. This growing body of experimental evidencewill have to be taken into consideration in further theoretical work on growth
mechanisms.
Actiuation Energiesfor Crystal Growth
In theory, time-independentgrowth rates can be
treated like other rate constants, and activation
energiescan be calculated from them. According to
classicalrate theory, the activation energy measures
the enthalpy difference between the rate-controlling
group in the melt near the crystal surfaceand in the
activated state. It is a measure.then. of the easeof
molecular rearrangementthat must take place during
the growth process.This rearrangementis difficult to
picture in detail, but may include rotation and breaking or stretching of bonds.
The interpretation of activation energies for
growth processesmust at all times be very tenuous.
Many factors, in addition to the one being examined
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not as the breaking of Si (Al)-O bonds qithin the
tetrahedralgroups, as might flrst be expected.These
conclusions, like all those made from activation
energies,must be considered very tentative and subject to modification when additional data become
available.
Williamson et al (1968\ have examined the effect of
iron content and oxidation state on the activation
energy of spherulitic growth of anorthite and wollastonite from a melt of the composition SiOr, 53;
Al2Os, l5; CaO, 30; MgO, 2 wt percent. Five grams
equivalent FeO was added per 100 grams baseglass
with this composition, and the heat treatment controlled to give Fe2+/ZFe valuesof from 26 to 70 percent. Figure 16, a plot of Fe'?+/)Fe uersusactivation
energy, shows a trend that follows the trend of increasing activation energy for viscous flow with increasing ferrous iron. The authors give no detailed
explanation of this change,but note that the values
for melts rich in ferric iron are consistentwith activation energies for cation diffusion, while those for
melts rich in ferrous iron are consistentwith activation energiesfor viscous flow.
Interface Stability
For a crystal growing freely in a melt, as most
crystals in a magma body probably do, there is
always a tendency for the crystal-melt interface to
break up into cells of one form or another (dendrites
or skeletalcrystals,for instance).In fact, the classical
theory of constitutional supercooling (Tiller et al,

and creatingmuchweaker(Si-OH-HO-Si)bonds.It
is mucheasier,then,for a silicatetrahedron
or group
of tetrahedrain the melt to breakor stretchits bonds
with the melt and move into the activatedstate.
Arrheniusplots (ln Y uersusl/T) for the growth
rates of pyroxenoidswith the compositionof the
melt in the systemCaMgSirOu-CaALSiO.
areshown
in Figure 15 (Kirkpatrick, 1974a).The activation
8
energies
increasewith increasing
aluminumcontent.
& t,9
Theseresultscan be interpretedby noting that while ,tl^
Al=O bondsin tetrahedral
coordination(substituting
for silicon)areweakerthan Si-O bonds,Al-O bonds
in six-foldcoordination(modifiersitesin the melt)are
strongerthan Ca-O or Mg-O bonds.Assumingthat
somealuminumentersboth sitesin the melt,asit does
in the crystal,the activationenergyincrease
must be
40
roo t20
o
20
60
80
t40
160
due to the aluminumin the modifiersites.Thus,the
A C T I V A T I OE
NN E R G YF O RC R Y S T A L
G R O W T H( k c o l / m o l e )
rate-controlling
processcan be picturedas a silica
Ftc 16. Activation energy for crystal growth from CaO-MgOtetrahedronor group of tetrahedrabreaking or SiOr-AlrOr-FeO glasses as a function of percent total iron as
stretchingits bondswith the modifiercations,and i'ron *2 (after Williamson et al, 1968, with permission).
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1953; Rutter and Chalmers, 1953) predicts that a
freely growing crystal always should. The observation that large faceted crystals, such as phenocrystsin
volcanic rocks, can be grown has led to a large
literature examining this problem of interface
stability. An understandingof these ideas is important in any attempt to interpret the origin of textural
featuresof igneous, especiallyvolcanic, rocks. This
section will discussconstitutional supercooling and
the later work on interfacestability. The next section
will illustrate these ideas with examples from experimental and natural systems.
C onstitutional Supercooling
If a crystal is growing freely in a melt of the same
composition, the latent heat generated must flow
away from the interface, causing the temperature
to decrease away from the crystal. Thus, in the
temperature range above the maximum growth
rate, any small protuberancewhich may form on the
surface will be at a lower temperature than the rest of
the interface, and will, therefore, grow faster and extend even further from the general plane of the surface, causing the interface to take on a cellular
morphology. This may be called thermal instability,
and there is a tendency for it to occur for every freely
growing crystal.
If the crystal does not have the same composition
as the melt there will be, in addition to the thermal
effect, a compositional effect, called constitutional
supercooling, due to material more soluble in the
melt than in the crystal being rejected by the crystal.
This phenomenon has been described in detail by
Rutter and Chalmers(1953)and Elbaum (1959).For
systemsin which the melt is richer in impurity than
the crystal, the amount of impurity in the melt will
decreaseaway from the growing crystal. Thus, the liquidus temperaturewill increaseaway from the interface, as will the undercooling (Fig. l7). Thus, in the
small undercooling region a protuberancewill grow
progressively faster the farther it gets from the
general crystal surface. It appears,as evidencedby
the growth of spherulites (Lofgren, 197l;
Kirkpatrick, 1974a),that even at temperatures below
the maximum growth rate this constitutional effect
can cause instability and override the effect of
decreasing growth rate with falling temperature.
Stability Theories
The fact is, however, that large faceted (euhedral)
crystalscan grow. The problem of why this is true has
been treated by many workers (Mullins and Sekerka,

1964; Cahn, 1967; O'Hara et al, 1968). Much
theoreticalwork still needsto be done, but it appears
that interface attachment kinetics can significantly
stabilize planar interfacesagainst thermal and compositional destabilizing effects.
The fundamental work of Mullins and Sekerka
(1964) paved the way in this problem. They did not
take interface attachment kinetics into account,
however,and were not able to predict stabilizationof
planar interfacesto crystal sizesmore than an order
of magnitude larger than the critical size for nucleation (Cahn, 1967).Mullins and Sekerka allowed the
interface to be perturbed, did a Fourier analysis of
the perturbations,and, by solving Laplace'sequation
for diffusion of both heat and matter near the pertur:
bations, determinedwhich wavelengthperturbations
grow and which decay. Examples would be the distance between dendrite arms or between holes in a
skeletal crystal. If any wavelength perturbation
grows, the interface is considered to be unstable'
Their equation containsthree terms involving surface
energy,thermal gradients,and compositiongradients
respectively.In the case of a freely growing crystal
only the surface energy term contributes to stabilizatlon.
The next step was to introduce diffusion parallel to
the interface (Coriell and Parker, 1966).Indeed, by
levelingout the composition gradientsparallel to the
interface such diffusion can lead to increasedstability
of spheresand cylinders. The effect ofinterface diffusion on planar interfaceshas not been investigated'
The final step, so far, is to introduce interface attachment kinetics into the solution. Coriell and
Parker (1967) have examined the effect of attachment
kinetics on the stability of growing spheres, and
Kolter and Tiller (1967) have examined the same
problem for cylinders.In both cases,they found that
slow rates of molecular attachment can stabilizethe
interface.In both cases.however,as the radius ofcur-
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vatureincreases
to infinity (i.e.,to a flat interface)the
stabilizing effect becomesless and less, until the
modelsalwayspredictbreakdownof a planarinterface (O'Hara et al, 1968).
O'Hara et al (1968)and Cahn (1967)have examined the effect of attachment kinetics on the
stability of planar interfacesand polygonal crystals
(apparentlyfreelygrowingcrystals)respectively.
Like
the otherworkerscitedabove,they followedthe Mullins and Sekerkaform of analvsis.
In both casesthev
found that taking the kineticsinto account,i.e., nit
allowingequilibriumto be established
at the interface,greatlyincreasedthe stability.Cahn found that
for a facetedcrystalthe critical crystalradiusfor the
onsetof instabilityis of the order of D/Y1, whereD
is the diffusion coefficientof the rate-controlling
componentin the melt and Ir is the initial growth
rateof the crystal.For crystalswith a radiussmaller
than this critical value. the mbrphologyis stable,
while for largercrystals,it is unstable.This radius
also correspondsto the onset of diffusion-controlled growth. Cahn also feelsthat if a crystalhas
an anisotropicsurfaceenergy,as most silicatesdo,
the shapeof the instabilitiesoncethey form should
reflectthe anisotropyof the surfaceenergy.O'Hara et
al (1968) believethat for crystals with anisotropic
growth rates,like most silicates,the most stablefaces

will still be presenton the instabilities.In eithercase,
we shouldexpectto find facetedinstabilitieson most
geologicmaterials.
When a crystal face becomes unstable, then
protuberancesdevelop and grow. Heat and uncrystallizablecomponentsflow away from the growing protuberances,not only perpendicularto the
generaltrendofthe interface,but parallelto it. Thus,
additional protuberances will be inhibited from
developingin the vicinity of one already, formed
becauseof the locally increasedtemperatureand impurity content. A regular distribution of protuberanceswill developwith a periodicitydependingupon
the ratio of the growth rate and the diffusion coefficientin the melt (Keith and Padden,1963).
Morphologiesof Crystalsin GeologicSystems
As discussed
above,the rate.ofcrystalgrowth increaseswith increasingundercooling for a large
temperaturerange. Diffusion coefficientsin a melt,
on the other hand, decreasewith increasingundercooling.Thus, followingCahn (1967),we could expectincreasinginstabilityof planarinterfaceswith increasingundercooling.
In addition,followingKeith
and Padden(1963)and Lofgren(1974),wecanexpect
the wavelength(spacing)of the instabilities,whatever
the form, to decreasewith increasingundercooling,
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Ftc. 18. Morphologies of plagioclase crystals grown in water-saturated plagioclase melts at 5 kbar
(after Lofgren, 1974, with permission).
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becauseD I Y decreaseswith increasing undercooling.
This is in fact what we observe in both experimental
and natural situations.
Lofgren (1974) has studied the morphology of
plagioclase crystals growing at 5 kbar in watersaturatedplagioclasemelts as a function of composition and temperature. His results are plotted in
Figure 18. Photomicrographsillustrating his results
are shown in Plate l. At small undercoolings,lessl
than about l00oc, he found tabular crystals (Plate

plagioclase
range,he
ld). Then, in the intermediate
found skeletal crystals(Plate lc), dendrites(Plate
lb), and finally spherulites(Plate la), at progressivelylarger undercoolings.Near albite he
rangeoftabularcrystals
foundthat the undercooling
increases drastically and that the skeletal and
dendriticforms are not present.
These results are consistentwith the qualitative
predictionsof interfacestability theory. Sinceunare presentin all the runs,
components
crystallizable

(o)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Purr l. Photomicrographs of plagioclasecrystals grown at 5 kbar from water-saturatedplagioclasemelts (from Lofgren, 1974,with per4 3 0 ' C . ( b ) d e n d r i t i c c r y s t a l s ,AZ = 200"C. (c) skeletal crystals, AT = 100"C. (d) tabular crystals,
m i s s i o n ) . ( a ) f i n e s p h e r u l i t e s ,A I :
A T = 50'c.
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the theory would predictinterfaceinstabilityat some crystals.With progressivelylarger undercoolingthe
point. In the smallestundercooling
range-whereD wavelengthsof the instabilities decreaseas D/Y
is large and Y small and D/Y, therefore,large- decreases.
At temperaturesbelow the maximum in
with falling
planar interfaces are stable and the crystals are the growth rate curve,whereY decreases
value,
since
will
retain
a
small
euhedral.At increasing
undercoolings
D
Y
still
D/Y decreasestemperature
, /
and eventuallyreachesthe critical value, and planar D is also decreasingrapidly. It is interestingto note
interfacesare not stable,The first instabilitiesto ap- (and unexplainedby the theory)that the instabilities
(eitherskeletalor dendritic)until
pear have long wavelengths,resulting in skeletal are crystallographic

(o)

(b)

"kU

(c)
Prrre 2. Olivine crystalsfrom pillow basalts(from Bryan, 1972,with permission).(a) fine dendrites from the pillow margin. ( b )
skeletalcrystalsfrom the pillow center.(c) open dendritesfrom the pillow interior.
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very large undercoolings, where the morphology is
spherulitic, with the crystallites exhibiting noncrystallographicbranching.
At all undercoolings where the morphology can be
observed in detail, the interfaces on the instabilities
exhibit facets, even though the overall morphology is
cellular.This is in agreementwith both Cahn's (1967)
and O'Hara et al's (1968) predictions that highly
anisotropic crystals would show faceted instabilities.
The ideas of interfacestability theory are also well
illustrated by the subsea basalts studied by Bryan
(1972). His photomicrographs of olivine crystals
growing in various parts of a pillow are shown in
Plate 2. Near the outside, where the cooling was
fastest and the crystallization occurred at the lowest
temperature, the olivines (Plate 2a) have a very fine
dendritic morphology. Further in (Plate 2c) the
olivine is in the form of feathery dendrites and the
spacing between the instabilities is larger. In the
center of the pillow, where the cooling was slowest
and the crystallization occurred at the smallest undercooling (Plate 2b), the olivine, while showing some
crystal faces,is cellular, but the sizeofthe instabilities
is of the order of the sizeof the crystals.Throughout
the pillow the cooling rate must have beenfast enough
so that most of the crystallizationoccurred below the
temperature range where the interfacesare stable, but
above that necessaryfor spherulitic growth. The
temperature range where most of the crystallization
occurred increasesfrom the outside of the pillow to
the inside.
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